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MED/SURG SCAVENGER HUNT 
 

Name                                                      Date     
 
Instructions: You are to complete this scavenger hunt by observation and asking questions of 
staff members.  Please greet each person you meet with a smile and a “Hello” or “Good 
morning.”  Identify yourself and ask if they “have a moment”, before asking for directions or 
help.  Remember we are GUESTS on this unit. 
 
What is the name of the unit clerk on West Station, today?       
 
Your patient in room 273 needs some ice water.  Where will you find the water? 
               
 
What is the door entry code on the clean utility rooms?       
 
What is the door entry code on the dirty utility rooms?       
 
What is the unlock code on the wound care cart?          
 
What is the unlock code on the treatment carts?        
 
You are giving a bed bath.  How many clean utility rooms are on Med-Surg and where are they  
 
located?             
 
What is the phone number to report an emergency code blue? ______________   
 
Where is the only available staff restroom located on this unit?      
 
Where is the emergency evacuation map located on the unit?      
 
Where is a fire alarm pull box located on the unit?        
 
Describe where a fire extinguisher is located on the unit. ______________    
 
              
 
What are the room numbers on West station?______________________________    
Central station (including the Medical Guard Unit)?    and East station?____   
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In a double room, identify the bed number located on the right side when you enter the room.         
Bed 1___ or Bed 2 (Check the correct answer). 
 
How many wall mounted computers are available and where are they located?   
              
 
Where are the glucometers stored on the unit?     ____________ 
 
Where are the thermometers stored on the unit?        
 
Where are the portable Blood Pressure machines located on the unit?   ______ 
 
When are the “Red Bags” used?          
 
Where are clean red bags kept?          
 
Where are used red bags disposed?        ______ 
 
What color bags are used for dirty linens?         
 
How many CRASH CARTS are on the Med-Surg floor?       
 
Where are the CRASH CARTS located?         
 
Introduce yourself to 3 staff members on the unit.  Write their name and position below. 

1.             
2.             
3.             

 
What PPE is stocked on the door of an isolation room?       
 
              
 
Is special equipment needed to take vital signs on patients’ in isolation?  If yes, please describe. 
 
              
 
What is the procedure for entering the Medical Guard Unit (MGU)?     
              


